DIY Guide:

How to Assess Your Email
Vulnerability for Free
in 20 Minutes
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Introduction
Attacks delivered via email are
extremely common and the fact
is that many popular security
solutions are just not handling
these attacks well enough. For
example, Proofpoint’s advanced
email protection called TAP
misses about 23% of new attacks
emerging every day, Microsoft
Office 365 Advanced Threat
Protection (ATP) misses 25% of
new attacks, and G Suite Enterprise
misses almost 36% of threats
(source).
This is why many organizations
have additional solutions in place
to protect their email function.
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What makes this issue even more
urgent is that attacks are constantly
evolving, and evading popular
security solutions. It’s therefore
critical to constantly assess your
security posture.
Assessing your email vulnerability
is a critical step in evaluating
your overall security posture.
With the correct tools, you can
do it yourself, for free, in only 20
minutes.
The free tools that BitDam offers,
namely BitDam Lucky Meter,
Breach and Attack Simulation
(BAS), and BitDam Malware Feed,
show how your email security

functions against real-world threats,
giving you the most accurate
picture of your risk profile when it
comes to your email function.

3 Free Tools

1 2 3

This is the highly accurate way to
assess email vulnerability. It utilizes
continuous, real-world attacks,
in real-time, to give an accurate
and detailed picture of your risk
level at any time. If BAS is like a lab
test, with artificial components,
Lucky Meter is a field test where
the components are real and
determined by the attackers. This
is the next generation of attack
simulations.

This tool is great for a quick onetime assessment of your email
security posture. It uses simulated
attacks, based on real-world
attacks the BitDam team has
observed in the wild in the past.
While constantly being updated
with new attacks, these are not
real attacks – and therefore there is
some level of inaccuracy.

This guide will show you exactly how to get started with
these free tools, including step-by-step instructions and
helpful screenshots. In the end of it, you will be able to
assess your organization’s email security posture yourself.
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This tool is mainly for deeper
investigation, and includes live
information on real-world malware
attacks. It offers the same data as
Lucky Meter, but manually presents
samples without checking your
actual security exposure.
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Lucky Meter
When testing your email
security stack, simulations
are important – but there's
nothing like the real thing.
BitDam Lucky Meter – or
“BAS 2.0” – gives the most
rigorous and accurate
assessment of your current
email security posture.
Using real-world, current attacks,
it allows you to precisely identify
any weaknesses when it comes to
your email security, and take the
relevant counter-measures.
With leading email security
products missing 20-40% of
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previously unknown cyber threats
every day, and with a TTD (Time To
Detect) of 24-48 hours on average,
now more than ever it’s critical to
understand the current state of
your email security stack against
live threats that are active now.
With BitDam Lucky Meter, you
get in-depth information into
attacks that your current setup
misses, including Miss Rate at first
encounter and TTD.

Lucky Meter continuously
challenges your email security
with the most recent cyber threats
seen in the wild, and provides you
with a complete assessment via a
personalized dashboard.

Lucky Meter is:








Highly accurate - uses real in-the-wild
attacks that are still active
Providing continuous insight - you
will discover your email security
posture through a friendly and
informative dashboard

Easy to set up - 2-click setup with
nothing to install. Zero IT overhead
Non-intrusive - attacks sent to a
designated mailbox. No impact on
your network

Completely free - no strings attached

How it works
BitDam Lucky Meter is continuously
retrieving very fresh samples of
malicious files from live customer
environments where we’ve detected
attacks, qualifying them as unknown
threats, and then sending them to the
mailbox you have designated for this
purpose.
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Getting started
Quick steps:

1

Create a dedicated mailbox for
testing purposes

2

Log in to Azure Marketplace or
AppSource using the credentials of
the dedicated mailbox

3

Click “Free Trial”

4

Ensure you’re logged in with your
relevant Microsoft credentials

5

Complete registration

6

View your report

Detailed Instructions
Before you start, create a dedicated mailbox that is protected by
the same email security solutions that your organization uses. The
real attacks will be sent to this mailbox so as long as you don’t
open this mailbox and click these malicious emails, you’re safe.
You can name it “luckymeter@yourdomain” for example. Just
ensure it uses the same security that protects your organization’s
standard mailboxes.
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To start the setup, head to Microsoft AppSource or navigate to the
BitDam Lucky Meter page on Microsoft Azure Marketplace, using
the credentials of the new mailbox you’ve created.

Click “Free Trial”. You’ll be directed to a Microsoft login page, after
which you will once more be on the BitDam Lucky Meter page in
Microsoft AppSource. A few seconds later, the “One more thing…”
popup will appear and you can click “continue”.

Detailed Instructions
You’ll be redirected to the BitDam
Lucky Meter registration page,
where you input your basic details
and hit “Register”.

While configuration happens on
the backend, it’s worth noting at
this point that BitDam Lucky Meter,
as opposed to BAS which utilizes
a closed set of synthetic files,
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provides you with insights based
on real-life attacks and shows how
your email security stack handles
these real attacks that are being
sent in the world right now; making
it the most effective way to evaluate
your security.

Detailed Instructions
The next page we see shows the results of the Lucky Meter. It will first be
empty and you will see it fill in with details in coming hours and days.

The Miss Rate Trends shows the total number of attacks versus those that
were missed by the specific vendor protecting your designated email
account.

The report shows critical metrics
such as Missed Attacks, and
including the identifier of the
file; and Time To Detect (TTD)
which shows how long this attack
could be sitting in the recipient’s
mailbox before being picked
up by the security solutions
protecting the mailbox. The TTD
number represents the number of
hours that the attack was – or still
is – active for before your security
solution noticed it.
The TTD graph shows what
portion of files were detected in
the first 6 hours, the next 6-12
hours, and so on – including the
proportion of files that took over
2 days to detect or were missed
completely.
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Detailed Instructions
Bear in mind that it can take just minutes for attackers to launch
their first attacks, so if your organization is hit in the first wave of
an attack, a TTD of hours is extremely dangerous and means your
current security stack is in need of strengthening.

Lucky Meter is the most effective way to obtain
an accurate and up-to-date picture of your email
security posture and how it currently copes with
real, dangerous attacks encountered by BitDam
across its client base.
Not quite ready for real-life attacks just yet? Start with BitDam BAS,
which uses simulated attacks to give you a preliminary picture of
your email security posture...
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Breach & Attack Simulation (BAS)
BitDam’s Breach and Attack
Simulation was created for
organizations to assess their
security quickly and for free, with
attacks that closely mimic realworld threats.

The simulation is added through
Microsoft AppSource or Microsoft
Azure Marketplace, takes just one
minute to set up, and provides an
informative report on how your
email security stack dealt with
samples of common malware
attacks within 30-40 minutes.

BitDam's BAS:
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Simulates cyberattacks
automatically - using BitDam's
unique IP, BAS generates
dozens of existing and
emerging malicious emails
every day, simulating attacks on
your email account

Tests your email cyber defenses
- giving you a sense of how
protected your email is within
minutes and enabling you to
evaluate existing controls and
identify security gaps
Gives insights into your email
security - quickly understand
if you have a problem
including which threat types
and cyberattack techniques
can currently penetrate your
organization







Is easy and quick to set up - no
preparations needed. Use your
regular mailbox and get started
in minutes
Is non-intrusive - no impact
on your network and zero IT
overhead

Is completely free - all reward
with no risk

Breach & Attack Simulation (BAS)
BAS is mainly good for a quick one-time
assessment, but since it uses simulated
attacks, it doesn't provide the true
exposure you have to current attackers'
threats that you may get in the next
hour.
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Getting started
Quick steps:

1

Log in to Azure Marketplace or
AppSource

2

Click “Free Trial”

3

Log in with Microsoft credentials

4

Complete registration and click the
“Play” button

5

30-40 minutes later your report is
emailed to you

Detailed Instructions
First off, head over to Microsoft AppSource or navigate to the
Azure link.

You need to be logged in with the address you want to implement
the BAS process with. If you’re using Office 365, this process can
be completed automatically. If you’re using a different account,
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such as Google G Suite, contact us and we’ll ensure you get set
up manually.

Click the “Free Trial” button and input your email address (again,
the same one you’ll be using the service on).

Detailed Instructions
You’ll be asked to log in to your
Office 365 account, and to give
permissions. Once completed,
the system will begin to send out
pre-made samples – simulated
malware that BitDam’s team
created based on real attacks.
And because these specific emails
are forwarded to BitDam once
entering your mailbox, BitDam
can ascertain which attacks went
through, and which were blocked.
It can now also create your
personalized report and will be
able to provide visual information
on how your email security
performed.
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The next screen is the registration
form. Input the following details:
your name, email address, region,
and your email security solutions
– such as G Suite or Microsoft ATP
(you can choose multiple solutions)
– and click “Register”.

Detailed Instructions
While you’re waiting, behind the
scenes the system is testing that
it is set up correctly, including by
sending a test email that it checks is
picked up in the mailbox. This part
can take up to 5 minutes. When the
process is completed successfully,
you’ll see a large “Play” button.
Click this to get started with the
simulation.
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Detailed Instructions
That’s it, the BAS is now running,
and emails with malicious samples
that BitDam has created will start
dripping into your mailbox. This
screen shows the progress of the
simulation, and will also highlight
successful attacks in the form of a
popup. Once completed, you’ll be
emailed the link to your full report.
You can leave this window open to
see your report at the end, or close
it and receive your report via email.
The entire process takes around
30-40 minutes.

The report shows key insights
such as the malware protection
level – which shows the amount
of malware blocked relative to the
total amount sent to the mailbox
– and the different malware
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categories. These attacks are
created to be as similar as possible
to those in the real world, so these
categories are highly relevant.

For each record, you can see the
subject identifier which enables
you to see the email in the mailbox
and further investigate the file.
Other metrics include whether
the attack penetrated or not,
and scoring; which shows the
likelihood of whether an attack
would penetrate an organization.
BitDam BAS is excellent for a
quick assessment using simulated
attacks.
For deeper insights into current
malware attacks, it’s worth
investigating BitDam’s Malware
Feed.

12%
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Malware Feed
BitDam’s Malware Feed provides you with
access to real-time data of malware missed
by the likes of Office 365 ATP, Proofpoint TAP,
and G Suite Enterprise.
It shows Miss Rate Trends, Time To Detect (TTD), and
the actual missed attacks in real-time including their
SHA1.

This data is the result of BitDam constantly retrieving
fresh samples of malicious files from various feeds and
sources, qualifying them as Unknown Threats, and then
sending them to mailboxes protected by Office365
ATP, G-Suite Enterprise or Proofpoint TAP.
From this information, metrics such as Miss Rate at
First Encounter and Time To Detect (TTD) for these
Unknown Threats can be calculated.

Findings show a miss rate of 20%-40% and an average
Time To Detect of 10-53 hours depending on the
vendor.
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Getting started
Quick steps:

1

Navigate to the BitDam Malware Feed

2

Click “Access Full Feed”

3

Fill out details and submit

Detailed Instructions
Start by accessing the BitDam
Malware Feed.

On this page you can see
interesting, updated information
that’s similar to the Lucky Meter
feed. This information is more
general and shows information
about each file and how it functions
with regards to Office 365 ATP, G
Suite Enterprise and Proofpoint.
Here you can also track TTD, Miss
Rate Trends, and see the Missed
Attacks Feed.

To get full access to this feed, click
“Access Full Feed” button, where
after filling in your details we’ll get
in touch to ensure you have full
access to the feed and can further
investigate it.
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In Conclusion
Using these free tools
provided by BitDam, any
organization can simply,
quickly and easily check the
current state of their email
security posture.

Whether it’s Lucky Meter, BAS,
or the Malware Feed, BitDam
is dedicated to providing you
with the tools to assess your
weaknesses, and to keep you
protected against the latest threats.

As Kofi Annan said, “Knowledge is To find out more, get in touch at
info@bitdam.com.
power. Information is liberating”.
By understanding your weaknesses
and how your security stack
measures up against real-world
attacks, you’ve taken the first step
in ensuring that you have the best
protection possible.
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About BitDam
BitDam is dedicated to stopping
advanced content-borne threats
across all channels and all apps, in
one place.

95% of advanced content-borne
cyber attacks are delivered via
email, shared URLs, and file
attachments. Opening a single
email or a shared communication
with a malicious URL or attachment
can threaten your entire business.
Multiply this by the volume of
communications across your
organization, and the scope of the
challenge becomes clear.
BitDam solves the problem of
malware across collaboration
platforms, making enterprise
communications safe to click.
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Its cyber security solutions protect
enterprises from advanced
content-borne threats delivered
through any collaboration channel.
The cloud-enabled security
solution proactively stops
exploits contained in any type of
attachment or URL, ensuring the
highest attack detection rates in
the industry and delivering the
fastest protection for the full range
of content-borne attacks, before
they are delivered.

Led by a team of elite IDF cyber
experts – seasoned in offensive
research and development –
BitDam’s solutions empower
organizations to collaborate safely.

BitDam was recently named a
May 2020 Gartner Cool Vendor
in Cloud Office Security, along
with numerous other awards and
accolades.

